






Overall Learning Focus:
Learn about the balance of life between humans and animals? 

Overall Learning Challenge:
Explore human impact on animal populations and environments. How do humans benefit from 
animals? Explore mutualism/symbiosis and humans. Why are there endangered animals? What can be done to 

protect species and preserve life/society? What messages can we learn for humanity? . 

Topic Hook/Stunning Start:

- Using a variety of resources and 
approaches, children transform the 

classroom into an African plane.

- African wilderness food excursion and 
Bush-tucker trial

Enquiry:

Main subject focus: Geography

Core subjects: English, maths and 
science. 

Foundation subjects: History, 
computing, P4C, art and DT.

Class texts: The Lion King, Black Panther, 

The Water Princess

Visual literacy:. Black Panther, Save the 

Leopard appeal videos (Sky). Bear Gryll’s
survival in rainforest. BBC’s wilderness series

Creative Outcome:
Charity initiative to raise money for  
animal sanctuary. 
Create own means of conserving wildlife 
in own school grounds/community

Whole school outcome:
Using the gifts and talents to help others, 
care for the planet and make a 
difference. Fund raising project for the 
animal sanctuary. 

Partnerships:
- Lions, Tigers and Bears Sanctuary
- School community fundraiser.
- Parents in class joining in DT and 

science sessions/experiments. 



Text types and possible links:

Reports/Information texts: Persuasive/emotive writing: Discussion texts: 

Explanation texts: Recount: Poetry: 



Reports/Information texts:
-

Persuasive/emotive writing:
-

Discussion texts:
-

Explanation texts: 
Recount: 

-

Poetry: 

-





Overall Learning Focus:
How can we preserve and protect the world’s oceans? 

Learning Challenge:
Explore the world’s oceans. What is the importance of water? Why do we need water? What role 

does water play in society, art, literature and film? How can we support the world’s oceans? 

Topic Hook/Stunning Start:

- Use excess recycling plastic to 
investigate what happens to it/live with 
waste? Transform the classroom in to an 

underwater world?

Enquiry:

Main subject focus: Science

Core subjects: English, maths, P.E and 
DT. 

Foundation subjects: History, 
geography, P4C and art through posters..

Class texts: Lighthouse Keeper’s 
Lunch, Katie Morag, Life of Pi, Nim’s
Island, Journey To The River Sea, Peter 
Pan, Wind in the Willows etc.

Visual literacy: Finding Nemo, Moana, 
Journey To The River Sea. BBC’s Blue 
Planet. YouTube clips of saving ocean 

“4Ocean” charity. 

Creative Outcome:
Charity initiative to raise money for  
animal sanctuary

Whole school outcome:
Develop school’s plastic waste policy
and habits. Improve how school
recycles.

Partnerships:
- Local business – Sea Life Centre. 

4OCean Charity.
- School community fundraiser.
- School Plastic Waste Reduction Scheme. 



Text types and possible links:

Reports/Information texts: 
- Assemble information on a the oceans
wealth of sea creatures or different bodies of
water across the world – and their inhabitants.
Subject, sorting and categorising information
to explain about the different types of
animals/bodies of water; use comparative
language to describe and differentiate

Persuasive/emotive writing:
- Explore points of view linked to waste
in the ocean and dangers it poses to life
and animals. in the form of a letter
linking points persuasively and selecting
style and vocabulary appropriate to the
reader

Discussion texts:
- Debates surrounding environmental law
and current debates regards to plastic bag
reductions and the removal of “single use”
plastics in society. The example of
Tottenham Hotspur and their aim to
become the first single use plastic free
stadium etc. Looking at businesses role
within environmental change. Do
businesses have to spend their money
cleaning the oceans? Or is it the
governments responsibility?

Explanation texts:  2 weeks
- Following exploration of PBL, produce
a simple flowchart or cyclical diagram
and record a series of sentences to
support the explanation of your
device/creation and how it will work to
filter the ocean’s water from
waste/plastic.

Narrative: 

- Traditional Tales – Faiy Tales (3
weeks)

- Write a traditional tale from a key
characters: Moana/Finding Nemo

- Stories which follow a character’s
perspective/water adventure
stories.

Classic poetry and poems with a 
structure:

- Owl and the pussy cat
- Write own calligrams (based on

single words)



Reports/Information texts: 
- TRI detail (building on use of  

clauanalysing variety of  different 

information texts focussing on 

maintaining tense and consistent use 

of  verb forms En3/3.4a ii; 

Show regular, accurate use of  adverbial 

openers (‘ly’ openers) and should be 

using commas to demarcate clauses. 

After a while,     A few minutes later,     

First, 

Children to also begin using “ing”

openers for variation and ses as 

starters).

Persuasive/emotive writing:
-Use term “pronoun” appropriately/understand function of

pronouns in sentences. Children should:

recognising pronouns (speech and reading - how/why they replace of

nouns.) Substituting pronouns for common/proper nouns in writing.

distinguishing personal pronouns, e.g. I, you, him, it from possessive

pronouns, e.g. my, yours, hers… and effects.

distinguishing the 1st, 2nd, 3rd person forms of pronouns e.g. I, me,

we, you, he, she etc. Investigating why pronouns are used in different

contexts/purposes.

investigating how pronouns are used to mark gender: he, she,
they, etc.,

Discussion texts:

- To secure knowledge of

question marks and

exclamation marks in reading,

understand their purpose and

use appropriately in own

writing and effect on reader:

rhetorical questions, many

questions, Exclamation marks.

Low Year 3 WES pg. 33.
SBES pg. 126.

Explanation texts:  2 weeks

-TRI – explore, analyse and understand

differences between verbs in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

person, e.g. I/we do, you do, he/she/does, they do

and effects in meaning when reading.

-Collect/categorise examples, discussing

differences between singular and plural why used.

Exploring person in writing: 1st person for

personal recounts and diaries. 2nd person for

instructions and directions. 3rd person for narrative

and recounts/information texts (if the subject is a

person). Experimenting reading and using 1st, 2nd

and 3rd person. Children discuss words needed to

be changed.

Narrative:

TRI - use term “adjective” appropriately/understand

function in sentences. Identifying adjectives in guided/group

reading. Experimenting with adjectives –

deleting/substituting- noting effects/changes. Explore

impact of using different adjectives in shared writing.

Discussing and defining what adjectives have in common i.e.

words which qualify nouns

Collecting and classifying adjectives, e.g. for colours,

emotions etc. Using adjectives before a noun. 2A sentences,

LIST sentences:

E.g. The happy, hungry dog sat chewing the juicy, meaty

bone. (2A) He was a vicious, scary, crazy monster. (LIST)

Classic poetry and poems with a 
structure:

Nouns for clarity and to avoid

ambiguity Expanded noun phrases.

En3/3.4a iii

TRI to experiment with deleting words

in sentences to see which are essential

to retain meaning and which are not.

Conjunctions: (when, before, after a

while, because) Paired conjunctions

linked to the state of the planet now

and “before long” it where it will be.



What information can/have you 
gather/ed to support your idea 

about___/to change your design for 
_____? 

Can you predict the outcome 
if____?

Can you design a 
device/alternative/solution 
for the problem ____? How 

can you test/prove its 
efficeicny/potential? 

What conclusion can be drawn from 
these three sources of 

evidence/texts? What are the 
consequences/implications then 

if….?

Are there different routes to 
consider when thinking of 

this problem? 

Do you agree/disagree 
with____? Why? 

How could you classify____ ? 

How does ____ 
compare/contrast with___?

What evidence can you 
present for/against…..?
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Overall Learning Challenge:
How does the rainforest contribute to the modern world? 

Topic Hook/Stunning Start:

- Using a variety of resources and 
approaches, children transform the 

classroom in to a rainforest environment.

- Rainforest type Bush-tucker trial

Enquiry:

Main subject focus: Geography

Core subjects: English, maths and 
science. 

Foundation subjects: History, 
computing, art and DT.

Class texts: Charlie and the Chocolate 

Factory

Visual literacy: Willy Wonka’s Chocolate 

Factory. Save the Leopard appeal videos (Sky). 
Bear Gryll’s survival in rainforest. YouTube clips 
f rainforest.

Creative Outcome:
Charity initiative to raise money for 
rainforest/animal charity (e.g. Prince’s 
Trust, WWF, Save the Leopard etc.)

Whole school outcome:
Using the gifts and talents to help 
others, care for the planet and 
make a difference.

Partnerships:
- Local business- Cadbury World
- School community fundraiser.
- Parents in class joining in DT and 

science sessions/experiments. 



Text types and possible links:

Reports/Information texts: 

- on the Amazonians, their tribes and culture.
- on any fascinating animal from the rainforest.
- on what the rainforest produces. Text on the

products/medicines from the rainforest.
- on how to survive in the rainforest Bear Grylls

style.
- Presentation on rainforest – its structure,

organisation, what it is.

Persuasive/emotive writing: 
- Why you should eat more chocolate/Chocolate

is good for you!
- Save the rainforest/save an endangered

animal.
- A call to preserve the Earth’s natural

resources.
- Save the planet for future generations/our

duty as citizens to care for the planet.
- Advertisements – create and sell own

chocolate product/brand.

Discussion texts: 
- Is it right to use the rainforest’s resources, if it

benefits mankind?
- Should animals be rehabilitated in to the wild?
- Is it right to breed animals in captivity if it

saves a species?
- Is it right to chop down trees if it provides

medicine for the sick?
- Why should people care about the rainforest

when people are starving in the world?

Explanation texts: 
- Unusual animal habits/abilities e.g. Birds of

paradise (mating rituals), Leopard (hunting
prowess).

- Create your own fantasy environment –
explain how it works, is organised etc.

- rainforest/science investigations – explaining
relationships – changing states etc.!

- How the rainforest is organised,
structured/How animals are interdependent.

Recount: 
- A day in the life of an Amazonian tribe

member.
- The biography of a famous

explorer/inventor (John Cadbury).
- Diary entry of a lost rainforest explorer.
- Diary entry/letter home as one of the first

explorers/inventors to discover the
Amazon/rainforest/chocolate.

- A day in Willy Wonka’s chocolate factory.

Poetry: 
- Imagery, movement and decoration of birds

of paradise.
- Secrets you would find in the rainforest.
- The irresistible lure of chocolate and treats.
- The sounds/movement/smells/sights of the

rainforest.
- Earth – mother nature – provider for all.
- Charlie and the chocolate factory – the

sounds and sights of a choclatiers world.



Reports/Information texts: 

- WES pg. 25, O.(I.) sentences E.g.
Chocolate should only consumed
in moderation. (Unless you’re a
teenager, then consume as much
as you like.)

Persuasive/emotive writing:

- GYHAP pgs. 47 and 69 (En6/3.4b i)

- WES pg. 27, If, if, if, then. Sentences
(En6/3.4b iii)
- WES pg. 37, 3 bad – (dash) question?

Discussion texts:

WES pg. 35, Ad, same ad
sentences. E.g. The tiger is an
endangered animal, endangered
because they are being hunted
for their fur.

Explanation texts: 

- WES pg. 21, De:De sentences
- WES pg. 31, NOUN, who, which,

where sentences (En6/3.4a vi)

Recount: 

- When_; When_; When_; Then_.
Sentences. SBES pg.58 and
‘Some;others’ WES pg. 45 (En6/3.4b
iv)

Poetry: 

- SBES pg.26 Noun-adjective pair-
sentences (En6/3.4b ii)
- WES pg. 59, Imagine 3 examples












